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In this paper we consider the problem how to augment a planar graph
to a triangulated planar graph while minimizing the maximum degree
increase. We show that the general problem is NP-complete for bi-
connected planar graphs. An approximation algorithm is presented to
triangulate triconnected planar graphs such that the maximum degree of
the triangulation is at most d+8, where d is the maximum degree of the
input graph. Generalizing this result yields a triangulation algorithm for
general planar graphs with maximum degree at most an additional constant
larger than existing lower bounds. ] 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of embedding a graph in the plane so that the resulting drawing has
nice geometric properties has received recently significant attention. This is due to
its large number of applications including circuit and VLSI design, algorithm
animation, and information systems design and analysis. The reader is referred to
[DiBETT94] for an annotated bibliography on graph drawings.
An increasing number of drawing algorithms require that the input graph be
planar, i.e., that the graph can be drawn without any pair of crossing edges.
Moreover, many of these algorithms also require that the input graph be biconnec-
ted, triconnected, or triangulated. In this paper we focus on triangulated planar
graphs, which have several interesting characteristics: every face is a triangle, they
have 3n&6 edges, they are triconnected, and adding any edge to them destroys the
planarity. These properties are used in drawing algorithms. Straight-line drawing
algorithms for these graphs are presented by Read [R87], Chrobak and Payne
[CP90], De Fraysseix et al. [DeFPP90], and Schnyder [S90].
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If the input graph is not triangulated, then additional edges can be added to
make it so. This problem is the subject of the present paper. Nowadays graph
augmentation problems are an increasing field of study. Augmentation algorithms
are developed with respect to vertex-connectivity (e.g., see [ET76, H92, HR91a,
HR91b, RG77, WHN90, WN88]) and with respect to edge-connectivity (e.g., see
[F90, G91, NGM90, WN87, WYO91]). Among these papers, optimal (for the
number of added edges) linear time algorithms are given for augmenting graphs
with respect to bridge-connectivity [ET76], biconnectivity [HR91b, RG77], and
triconnectivity [HR91a].
If one additionally requires that the input graph and the augmented graph both be
planar, then the problem becomes much harder [K93a]. Approximation algorithms
for the bi- and triconnectivity augmentation problems with planarity are described
in [K93a]. If the input graph is outerplanar, then the problem of augmenting the
graph by a minimum number of edges to a bridge-, bi-, or triconnected planar
graph is linear-time solvable [K93b]. For triangulating planar graphs, several
linear time and space algorithms are known for this problem; e.g., see [BKK94,
HU91, R87]. However, in all these algorithms, the maximum degree of the tri-
angulated graph can become arbitrarily high, even if the degree of the input graph
is small.
On the other hand, the maximum degree of a triangular planar graph can be an
essential factor for a pleasable drawing in several triangular graph drawing
algorithms. More precisely, the angular resolution of a graph, defined by the mini-
mum angle formed by incident edges of a graph in a drawing, is becoming a more
important issue in graph drawing, and often is related to the maximum degree.
Malitz and Papakostas [MP92] showed that the angular resolution of a triangular
planar graph of maximum degree is at least :d radians, where 0<:<1 is a
constant. Mohar [M93] showed an approximation algorithm for this. A charac-
terization of all the planar drawings of a triangular planar graph through a system
of equations and inequalities relating its angles is given by Di Battista and Vismara
[DiBV93]. In these equations, the maximum degree plays an important role. Garg
and Tamassia presented bounds and algorithms for this topic [GT94].
In this paper we present two results: (a) We show that deciding whether a
bi-connected planar graph can be triangulated so that the maximum degree is at
most K is NP-complete. (b) We present a linear-time approximation algorithm,
which triangulates a triconnected planar graph G so that the maximum degree
is at most d+8, where d is the maximum degree of G. This algorithm uses the
structure of the canonical ordering of triconnected planar graphs [K92]. Combined
with the results in [K93a] it follows that every planar graph G can be triangulated
in linear time so that the maximum degree of the triangulation is at most
W 32dX+11, which is only an additive constant larger than an existential lower
bound.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present the necessary
definitions. In Section 3 the NP-completeness result is given. In Section 4 we describe
the approximation algorithm for triangulating a planar graph while minimizing the
maximum degree. Section 5 contains some concluding remarks and open problems
for further research.
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2. DEFINITIONS
In this section we present the necessary definitions for this paper.
Let G=(V, E ) be an undirected graph with |V |=n vertices and |E |=m edges.
deg(v) denotes the degree of v, and $(G)=max[deg(v) | v # V]. A path between two
vertices x and y is an alternating sequence of vertices and edges such that x and y
are at the end of this sequence and each edge in the sequence is preceded and
followed by its end vertices. If all vertices, part of a path, have degree 2, then the
corresponding path is called a chain. G is connected if there is a path between every
pair of vertices. If G is connected and deleting one vertex (resp. two vertices) does
not destroy the connectivity, then G is called 2-connected or biconnected (resp.
3-connected or triconnected ). If G is connected and deleting one edge does not
destroy the connectivity, then G is called bridge-connected.
A graph is called planar if it can be drawn in the plane such that there is no pair
of crossing edges. A planar graph G is called triangulated, triangular, or maximal
planar if adding any edge to G destroys the planarity. An embedding of a graph G
is the collection of circular orderings of the edges incident upon each vertex in a
planar drawing of the graph. An embedded graph is a planar graph equipped with
an embedding. An embedded graph divides the plane into a number of faces. The
unbounded face is the exterior face or outerface; all other faces are called interior
faces. Edges and vertices, belonging to the outerface, are called exterior edges
and exterior vertices, respectively; the other edges and vertices are called interior
edges and interior vertices. The dual graph G* of a planar graph G is defined
as follows: Every face F of G is represented by a vertex vF in G*. There is an
edge (vF , vF $) in G* if and only if F and F $ have at least one edge in common
in G.
A method for triangulating G is by applying a zigzag method to each face, which
is defined as follows:
FIG. 1. Example of zigzagging a face (a) and zigzagging a planar graph (b).
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Zigzag(F, v1 , vp);
[F is a face of p vertices, numbered v1 , ..., vp in order]
if p>3 then
add edges (vp , v2), (v2 , pp&1), (vp&1, v3), (v3 , vp&2), ..., (vw p2x , vw p2x+2);
End Zigzag
Notice that the degrees of vertex v1 and vw p2x+1 do not increase, the degrees of
vp and vw p2x ( p even) or vw p2x+2 ( p odd) increase by 1, and all other degrees
increase by 2 (see Fig. 1). We will apply this technique in the other sections.
3. NP-COMPLETENESS
To prove the NP-completeness of the triangulation problem, we need the
following theorem:
Theorem 3.1. The 3-coloring problem for triconnected planar graphs is NP-hard.
Proof. In [GJS76] it has been shown that ‘‘3-coloring in planar graphs of
maximum degree 4’’ is NP-hard. Let G be a planar graph of maximum degree 4.
We replace the vertices of degree 1 and 2 as shown in Figs. 2a and 2b. The reader
can easily verify that the reduced graph G$ has a 3-coloring, if and only if G has
a 3-coloring. Hence assume that all vertices of G$ have degree 3 or 4. We now
replace these vertices as shown in Fig. 2c. Each edge is replaced by 3 edges, each
vertex of degree 3 is replaced by 13 vertices, and each vertex of degree 4 is replaced
by 17 vertices. Let G" be the reduced graph. Clearly, G" is planar. Again, the reader
can easily verify that in both cases the vertices with outgoing edges in the replace-
ments of Fig. 2c must have the same color. Hence G" can be 3-colored if and only
if G$ can be 3-colored.
FIG. 2. Illustration of Theorem 3.1: (a) removing degree 1; (b) removing degree 2;
(c) achieving triconnectivity.
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Next we have to show that G" is triconnected. We show that there exist three
disjoint paths between any two vertices in G". Pick any two vertices x and y in G".
Assume first that they are in the same cluster, coming from the vertex v in G$. Two
disjoint paths can be found inside the cluster, a third path can be found by visiting
another cluster. If x and y are in different clusters, then there was a path P in G$
joining them. Since the edges on path P are replaced by three new edges in G" we
obtain three disjoint paths following the clusters that replace the vertices in P. This
shows the triconnectivity of G".
Since the construction can be carried out in time polynomial in n and m, the
theorem follows.
Theorem 3.2. The problem of deciding whether a biconnected planar graph can
be triangulated such that the maximum degree is K is NP-complete.
Proof. The problem is in NP: guess 3n&6&m additional edges, and test in
polynomial time whether the obtained graph is triangulated, is planar, and has
maximum degree K.
To prove the NP-hardness we use a reduction from the 3-coloring problem for
triconnected planar graphs, which is known to be NP-hard by the previous
theorem. Let a triconnected planar graph G and an integer K, which is at least eight
times the maximum number of vertices in a face of G, be given. Let G* denote the
dual graph of G. G* is triconnected as well. We change the graph G* into a graph
G1* as follows: every edge (a, b) # G* is replaced by three components A1 , A5 , A9
and two vertices c, d with edges to a and b as shown in Fig. 3a. We construct Ai
(i=1, 5, 9) such that all interior faces are triangles and all interior vertices have
degree K. The outerface of Ai consists of a, u, u1 , ..., ui , b, w, w1 , ..., wi , respec-
tively. u and w have degree K&i&4, u1 , ..., ui and w1 , ..., wi have degree K&1. u
is connected to u1 , ..., ui and w is connected to w1 , ..., wi . We augment the
components Ai such that the vertices a and b have degree K. See Fig. 3a, where the
dotted areas imply the triangulated components A1 , A5 , A9 . Hence there are
additional edges in it, not shown in the picture. It is not hard to find the precise
constructions for A1 , A5 , A9 , although a little tedious. We omit the precise
construction. Notice that vertex a and b have at least two incident edges from each
component Ai . a has also incident edges to c and d and there is no edge (a, b) in
G1* . Thus 2(G1*)82(G*). G1* is biconnected and planar.
We call the vertices v # G1* with deg(v)<K&1 white, with deg(v)=K&1 grey,
and with deg(v)=K black. They are drawn accordingly in Fig. 3. Notice that the
vertices of G* are black in G1* . Suppose G1* has a triangulation with maxi-
mum degree K. Consider the corresponding embedding of G1* before the
triangulation.
Claim 1. Suppose there is a face F in G1* consisting of a, b and exterior vertices
of two components, say Ai and Aj . F cannot be triangulated with maximum degree
K.
Proof. Suppose F can be triangulated with maximum degree K. Consider F
before the triangulation. Since by definition a is black, one of its neighbors in F gets
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FIG. 3. Figures for the NP-completeness proof: (a) The replacement of edge (a, b). (b) Illustration
of Claim 1. (c) Illustration of Claim (2). (d) If a face F consists of one type of components, then a
triangulation of F exists with degree K.
at least two additional edges in the triangulation, hence must be white. Similar for
b. Hence we may assume that F consists of the vertices a, u, u1 , ..., ui , b, w, w1 , ..., wj ,
in this order around F. a and b are black, u and w are white, the other vertices of
F are grey. Since j{i assume w.l.o.g. that ji+4. Since a is black, there must be
an edge (u, wj) in the triangulation. wj is black now, and repeating this argument
on the reduced face yields that (u, wj&1) must be added. Repeating this argument
yields that edges between u and wj&i&3 , ..., wj must be added. This yields a reduced
face F $ on the vertices u, u1 , ..., ui , b, w, w1 , ..., wj&i&3 (see Fig. 3b). However, u and
wj&i&3 are neighbors in F $ and both black; hence triangulating F $ yields a degree
>K for u or wj&i&3 . K
Claim 1 implies that vertex c (or d ) must be placed in face F, thereby splitting
the face into two faces, say F1 and F2 . We can triangulate F1 and F2 by adding
edges from c to all other vertices in F1 or F2 but a and b. The degree of c becomes
at most (i+1)+( j+1)+218. Since a and b have three Ai -components in
common, the planar embedding of the components and c and d in G1* becomes as
shown in Fig. 3a, up to the permutations of the Ai components.
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Consider now a face F # G*. By Claim 1, every edge (a, b) # F is now replaced by
the path a, u, u1 , ..., ui , b in the corresponding face F in G1* . Let u, u1 , ..., ui belong
to component Ai . We say that Ai is assigned to face F. If F consists of k vertices
in G*, then k Ai -components are assigned to F in G1* . Assume at least two different
Ai -components are assigned to F, say Aj and Ak , with k j+4. Let b be the
common black neighbor in F. Repeating the argument of Claim 1, the following
claim is easy to prove.
Claim 2. In G1* , only one type of component Ai can be assigned to F to achieve
a triangulation of G1* with maximum degree K.
If only one type of Ai -components is assigned to F then we can triangulate F as
follows: from every white vertex we add i edges to the grey vertices of the next
component in the circular order of F. In the reduced face F $ we add one edge
between every two consecutive white vertices. Afterwards, we can triangulating the
one non-triangulated face by a simple zig-zag method, as defined in Section 2.
This triangulates F completely and the degree of every vertex in F becomes at
most K. From Claim 1 and 2 it follows that we can triangulate G1* with maximum
degree K if and only if we can assign to every face F # G1* only one type of
Ai-components (i=1, 5, 9), i.e., if and only if we can assign one number i, i=1,
5, 9, to every face in G* such that every two faces, sharing an edge in G*, have
different numbers assigned to, i.e., if and only if there exists a coloring of G with
three colors such that no two adjacent vertices have the same color. As G* and G1*
can be constructed in time polynomial in K, n and m, there is a polynomial time
transformation from the NP-complete problem of 3-coloring triconnected planar
graphs to the problem of triangulating a biconnected planar graph while minimizing
the maximum degree; hence the latter is NP-complete. K
4. TRIANGULATING PLANAR GRAPHS WHILE MINIMIZING
THE MAXIMUM DEGREE
In this section we present an approximation algorithm for triangulating planar
graphs while minimizing the maximum degree. A simple technique for triangulating
a planar graph G is by applying Zigzag, defined in Section 2, to all faces of G.
Since a vertex can belong to deg(v) faces and deg(v) increases by at most two in
every face, this yields a maximum degree of 32(G) in the triangulated planar graph.
Moreover, this algorithm may imply multiple edges, which are not allowed (see
Fig. 1b). To circumvent this we first add edges to G such that G is planar and
triconnected, since then the following lemma holds:
Lemma 4.1. Triangulating a triconnected planar graph G cannot cause multiple
edges.
Proof. Assume not; then there are two vertices u and v with at least two edges
(u, v) in the triangulation of G. Let the second edge (u, v) be added in face F. This
implies that u and v are not neighbors in F, thus there is at least one vertex between
the two edges (u, v), after adding (u, v) in F. Let w be such a vertex. By planarity
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of G$ it follows that all paths from w to other vertices of G go via u or v. But this
yields that G&[u, v] is disconnected, which contradicts the triconnectivity of G. K
We assume first that the graph we want to triangulate is triconnected. Later in
this section we will show how to triangulate general planar graphs. The idea for
triangulating G is as follows: we compute a special ordering of the faces of G, and
when applying Zigzag(F, v, w) to every face F of G, we start at some special vertex
v. For the ordering of the faces, we use the definition of the canonical ordering for
triconnected planar graphs, as described in [K92]:
Canonical Ordering. Let G=(V, E) be a triconnected embedded planar graph
with a vertex v1 on the exterior face. Let ?=(V1 , ..., VK) be an ordered partition of
V, that is, V1 _ } } } _ VK=V and Vi & Vj=< for i{ j. Define Gk to be the
subgraph of G induced by V1 _ } } } _ Vk , and denote by Ck the exterior face of Gk .
We say that ? is a canonical ordering of G if:
v V1 consists of [v1 , v2], where v2 lies on the outerface and (v1 , v2) # E.
v VK is a singleton [vn], where vn lies on the outerface, (v1 , vn) # E, and
vn {v2 .
v Each Ck (k>1) is a cycle containing (v1 , v2).
v Each Gk is biconnected and internally triconnected, that is, removing two
interior vertices of Gk does not disconnect it.
v For each k in 2, ..., K&1, one of the two following conditions holds:
(a) Vk is a singleton [z], where z belongs to Ck and has at least one
neighbor in G&Gk .
(b) Vk is a chain [z1 , ..., zh], where each zi has at least one neighbor in
G&Gk , and where z1 and zh each have one neighbor on Ck&1, and these are the
only two neighbors of Vk in Gk&1.
In Fig. 4 an example is given.
FIG. 4. A graph with corresponding canonical ordering.
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If v # Vk , then we set co(v)=k. Suppose Vk=[z1 , ..., zh], and let Ck&1 identified
by v1=c1 , ..., cq=v2 be the outerface of Gk&1. Let l be minimal and r be maximal
such that z1 has an edge to cl and zh has an edge to cr . cl and cr are called the left-
and rightvertex; the vertices cl+1 , ..., cr&1 are called internal. Every vertex can be
the left- or rightvertex more than once. Therefore the aim is to add as few augment-
ing edges as possible to the left- and rightvertex.
Adding an edge between the neighbors of v in face F (unless F is a triangle) is
denoted by AddNeighbors(F, v). deg(v) does not increase by this. The algorithm
can now be described as follows:
Triangulate(G);
[Assume G is a triconnected planar graph.]
compute a canonical ordering v1 , ..., vn of G and let C1 be (v1 , v2);
for k :=2 to K do
Let Vk=[z1 , ..., zh];
if h>1 then
let cl and cr be the left- and rightvertex, resp.;
let F be the face containing cl , cr , z1 , ..., zh ;
if co(cl)>co(cr) then swap cl , cr fi
AddNeighbors(F, cl); Zigzag(F, cr , v), with v neighbor of cr in F ;
else
let c$1 , ..., c$t (t>2) be the neighbors of z1 from left to right on Ck&1;
let Fi be the face, containing z1 , c$i , c$i+1 , for 1it&1;
Zigzag(F1 , c$1 , z1);
for i :=2 to t&2 do AddNeighbors(Fi , z1); Zigzag(Fi , c$i , c$i+1) rof;
AddNeighbors(Ft&1 , c$t&1); Zigzag(Ft&1 , c$t , z1)
fi
rof;
triangulate the outerface F by Zigzag(F, v1 , v2);
End Triangulate
Figure 5 shows the triangulation of the interior faces of the graph of Fig. 4
derived by applying the algorithm Triangulate.
Using the adjacency lists adj(v) for the embedding, it is not very difficult to
implement the algorithm so that it works in linear time and space. The following
lemma shows how much the degrees of the vertices increase by the algorithm:
Lemma 4.2. When adding Vk=[z1 , ..., zh] in step k with left- and rightvertex cl
and cr , resp., then the degrees of z1 , ..., zh , cl+1 , ..., cr&1 increase by at most 3.
Proof. Assume first h>1. Let F be the face, consisting of the vertices
z1 , ..., zh , cr , ..., cl . Assume w.l.o.g. co(cl)co(cr). Applying AddNeighbors(F, cl)
increases the degree of the neighbors of cl in face F by one. Zigzag(F, cr , v)
increases the degree of every vertex of the reduced face of F by at most 2.
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FIG. 5. Applying Triangulate to the interior faces of the graph of Fig. 4.
Assume now h=1. Let c$1 , ..., c$t be the neighbors of z1 in Gk&1 . Let Fi
(1it&1) be the added faces; i.e., Fi consists of c$i , ..., c$i+1 , z1 . For vertex c$i it
follows that
v If i=1 then deg(c$i) does not increase. If i=t&1 then deg(c$i+1) does not
increase.
v deg(c$2) increases by at most 2 in F1 (by Zigzag(F1 , c$1 , z1)), and by at most
1 in F2 .
v deg(c$t&1) increases by at most 2 in Ft&2 , but not in Ft&1 , as we use
AddNeighbors(Ft&1 , c$t&1).
v If 2<i<t&1, then deg(c$i) increases by 2 by AddNeighbors(Fi&1 , z1) and
AddNeighbors(Fi , z1), and 1 by Zigzag(Fi&1, c$i&1 , c$i).
For the other vertices c: , l<:<r it is also easy to check that the degree increase
is at most 2 in step k. Finally consider vertex z1 : deg(z1) increases by 1 in F1 by
Zigzag(F1 , c$1 , z1). deg(z1) does not increase in the faces F2 , ..., Ft&2 , because of
AddNeighbors(Fi , z1). In Ft&1 , deg(z1) increases by one in AddNeighbors
(Ft&1 , c$t&1) and by one in Zigzag(Ft&1, c$t&1), which completes the proof. K
We are now able to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 4.3. Triangulate triangulates in linear time and space a triconnected
planar graph G to a triangulated planar graph G$ such that 2(G$)2(G)+8.
Proof. Every vertex is added once, is internal once, and can be the left- or
rightvertex several times. When a vertex is added or becomes internal, its degree
increases by at most 3 by the triangulation algorithm.
Consider now the degree increase of the left- and rightvertices cl and Cr , resp.,
during the augmentations. Notice that deg(cl) or deg(cr) only increase in step k
when r=l+1. In particular, either deg(cl) or deg(cr) increases by at most 1,
depending on co(cl) and co(cr). If co(cl)co(cr), then deg(cr) increases by one. But
since co(zh)>co(cr), deg(cr) will not be increased in a later step k$ when adding
a set Vk$ with leftvertex zh(=cr&1) and rightvertex cr . Similar with respect to the
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vertices cr , cr+1 , hence deg(cr) increases by at most 2 in total when it is the
left- or rightvertex of some added sets Vk . This completes the proof. K
If the graph is not triconnected then we apply the following augmentation
algorithms: the algorithm Biconnect of Kant [K93a] augments in linear time a
planar graph G to a biconnected planar graph G$ such that 2(G$)2(G)+2. The
algorithm Triconnect of Kant [K93a] augments in linear time a biconnected
planar graph G$ to a triconnected planar graph G" such that 2(G")W 322(G$)X.
This completes the following theorem:
Theorem 4.4. There exists a linear time and space algorithm to triangulate a
planar graph G to a triangulated planar graph G$ such that 2(G$)W 322(G)X+11.
We finish this section by proving some lower bounds:
Theorem 4.5. For every d=2(G)5, there exists a triconnected planar graph G
such that for every triangulation G$ of G : 2(G$)d+3.
Proof. Construct a triconnected planar graph G as follows. Take V=[v] _
[vi | 1id] _ [vij | 1id, 1 jd&1], thus |V |=d 2+1. Connect v to the d
vertices v1 , ..., vd . For every i, 1id, connect vi to d&1 vertices vij , with
1 jd. Connect vij to vi ( j+1) if j<d&1 and to v(i+1) 1 otherwise (see Fig. 6a).
Notice that G is triconnected. Suppose we can triangulate G so that 2(G$)d+2.
Thus v can get at most two augmenting edges. Let F1 , ..., Fd be the adjacent faces
of v. Fi consists of five vertices; thus every triangulation of Fi consists of two
augmenting edges, incident to one vertex w # Fi , which we call marked, and to its
non-neighbors of Fi . Hence except for at most two neighbors vi , vj of v, all other
d&2 neighbors of v must be marked. But marking both vi and vi+1 increases either
deg(vi) or deg(vi+1) by 3. Hence only wd2x of the neighbors of v can be marked,
which is smaller than d&2 for d5. Thus 2(G$)d+3, for d5. K
Theorem 4.6 [K93a]. For every d=2(G)>3 there exists a biconnected planar
graph G with the property that for every triangulated planar graph G$, GG$ :
2(G$)W 32dX.
See Fig. 6 for examples of Theorems 4.5 and 4.6.
FIG. 6. Lower bounds: (a) illustration of Theorem 4.5; (b) illustration of Theorem 4.6.
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5. FINAL REMARKS
In this paper we considered the problem of triangulating planar graphs, which
has important applications in the field of graph drawing. A linear time algorithm
for this problem is described: it has the nice property that the maximum degree
of the triangulation is at most 2(G)+8, if G is triconnected, and at most
W 322(G)X+11, otherwise. On the other hand we showed that a degree increase of
at least 3 might be necessary for triconnected planar graphs. Recently, De Fraysseix
and Ossona de Mendez [DeFOdM94] showed that a lower bound of degree
increase of 6 for triconnected planar graphs, and showed this bound can be
achieved. As described in the introduction, these techniques have useful applications
for the drawing algorithm of Mohar [M93] based on the angular resolution of a
triangulated planar graph [MP92].
In [K93b], Kant shows that triangulating only one face of a planar graph while
minimizing the maximum degree can be achieved in polynomial time, by applying
a dynamic programming approach. Using this result, it is shown in [K93b] that
triangulating outerplanar graphs to maximal outerplanar graphs while minimizing
the maximum degree can also be done in polynomial time. This result has applica-
tions for drawing outerplanar graphs with large angles, as described by Malitz and
Papakostas [MP92].
Although we showed that triangulating a planar graph while minimizing the
maximum degree is NP-complete for biconnected planar graphs, the problem
remains open for triconnected and embedded planar graphs. Jansen [J92] showed
that given a drawing of a planar graph, triangulating it such that the maximum
degree is at most K is NP-complete, thereby answering an open problem of
Edelsbrunner [E91].
As a side result we showed that the 3-coloring problem is NP-hard for triconnected
planar graphs. Using the reduction of Garey et al. [GJS76] we can transform this
graph so that the maximum degree is 4. Notice that this graph is also triconnected.
It is interesting to consider the well-known NP-hard planar graph problems, and
to determine whether they are NP-hard for triconnected planar graphs as well. As
an example, Biedl et al. [BKK94] showed that vertex cover in cubic triconnected
planar graphs is NP-hard.
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